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Yesterday I was looking for a bounce to SPX2476-2484, but clearly the market thought SPX2474 was enough. Still 

not a shabby prediction as it was off by only 2p for an ideal c=a relationship, which is the accuracy (+/-2p) I work 

with. Today the S&P500 then dropped well-below SPX2450 in 5-waves fashion (see Figure 1) clearly telling us major-

3 is in and major-4 is underway. I can’t count this as a possible minute-iv wave anymore as the current pullback is 

now 53p, which is the largest pullback since the late-June SPX2405 low (32p: 2440->2408) from which the market 

started making higher highs and higher lows, and more importantly it is even the largets pullback since the (Red) 

intermediate-iv low at SPX2439 (51p: 2404-2453). Thus it can’t be a minute-iv nor a minor-wave of the same uptrend.  

With the 5 waves down from the 2491 high: 2462, 2474, 2445, 2455, xxxx; which are in addition all quantifiable as 

all waves are >10p, we see that wave 3=1=29p and thus wave 5 cannot be longer than that, and target max SPX2426. 

There’s also a gap at SPX2430, which fits well with the (green) minor-a target. I expect a bounce to materialize (b-

wave) back up to SPX2459-2474 (50-76.4% retrace) before minor-c of intermediate-a takes price down to SPX2400. 

Figure 1. SPX 1-min chart. Minor-a of intermediate-a of major-4 underway. Major-3 top confirmed 
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Today the S&P500 broke below the 3 trendlines that have held as support for the last weeks to months, as well as 

below the 50d SMA. All sell signals from 2 days ago are still in effect, and the confirmed A.I. sell signal didn’t 

dissapoint today and it remains on a sell on. The RSI5 is now very oversold, but there’s no turn back up nor positive 

divergence. Prior trend line support is now resistance, which is at around SPX2470; in line with the expected b-wave 

bounce. The Boillingerna bands are expanding with price at the lower band: weakness. All in all the trend has now 

changed from up to down and the chart looks weak and bleak.  

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Price not in an uptrend anymore, major-3 confirmed. 
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Along the theme of showing different indices in subsequenr updates as a “double check”, today I wanted to show 

the count I have on the NASDAQ with also a major-3 top.Using this count, we get nicely to a major-3 with major-4 

now underway.  

Figure 3. NASDAQ: Major-4 target zone (close to 200d SMA). 
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Obvisouly the SPX-SI (summation index of the S&P500’s McClellan Oscilator (MO)) sell signal from last Friday remains 

in full-effect: Figure 4A. The SPX-MO closed well-below it’s lower Bollinger Band, is at the lowest levels since the 

January 2016 low (see purple horizontal line in Figure4B), and dropped inside the “buyable bottom zone”. In 

addition, as alluded to yesterday, the NYAD entered it’s “correction underway” mode today: see here.  

Figure 4. A) SPX-SI remains on a sell. B) SPX-MO lowest reading since January 2016 and in buyable bottom zone. 
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Lastly, I wanted to show the VIX, which broke above all of its downtrend lines, and did as I expected it would when I 

showed the Ending Diagonal Triangle formation in the recent weekend update and mentioned “I wanted to show 

the VIX as it appears to be forming a large Ending Diagonal Triangle (red dotted lines). If this pattern is correct then 

we should see a quick and fast move higher to its start level, which is depending on which upper trendline the patterns 

is using low to high 20s. This coincides with my preferred view off a looming major-4 correction.” 

Expanding the chart a bit, it looks like VIX should target $23-$27.  

Figure 5. VIX breaking out of its EDT pattern as described in this weekend update. 

 

 

In conclusion: The preferred count is now confirmed as the S&P500 is now in major-4. Yesteday I wanted to see a 

“minute-b of minor-a [bounce] targeting SPX2476-2484 before minute-c of minor-a moves down to a lower price 

low.“I was off by 2p, as the S&P500 stalled at SPX2474 and raced down today and even managed to make 5-waves 

down off the SPX2491 high: 2462, 2474, 2445, 2455, xxxx; with xxxx targeting SPX2440-2426.  

Market breadth is still very negative, and for the S&P500 at it’s lowest levels since January 2016, is still on a sell, 

and the TIs on the daily (and weekly) charts are on a sell and pointing down wanting to see lower prices 

intermediate term. Short term a bounce (b-wave) seems to be in order once the 5-waves up have completed. 

Ideally to SPX2459-2476. We’ll re-assess after that, but ideally I’d like to see minor-c of intermediate-a down to 

SPX2400.  

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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